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Abstract—A very successful tool for model-driven engi-
neering of embedded systems is finite-state machines whose
transitions are labeled with expressions of a common-sense
logic. The deployment of models to different platforms and
different programming languages makes it more imperative
to confirm that the models are correct. However, systems are
usually composed of concurrent behaviours, which complicates
the potential use of model-checking technology. We structure
models composed of several finite-state machines into a vector
whose execution is a round-robin sequential off-line schedule.
This enables model-checking of the requirements. We illustrate
this with two case studies widely discussed in the literature. The
models can be executed on diverse platforms, and we utilise
the same interpreter to generate the corresponding Kripke
structure suitable for verification with tools such as NuSMV.

Keywords-Model-driven engineering, embedded software,
Model-checking, sequential finite-state machines.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modelling the behaviour of a software at a high-level
is becoming far more prevalent. Today, high-level speci-
fications of behaviours are largely represented by models
using mechanisms such as finite-state machines or Behavior
Trees. Such modelling fits well the model-driven engineering
(MDE) agenda [1]. The direct interpretation of the models
minimises faults (with respect to traditional software de-
velopment and deployment that translates requirements into
implementations). However, this is spurious if the model is
not correct in the first place. Hence the critical importance
of verifying the models. In many of the applications of
component-based systems (where the behaviour of each
component is specified by a finite-state machine), the space
of states for the system is extremely large and model-
checking techniques face a scalability challenge.

We argue here that the required system behaviour is the
result of each finite-state machine (FSM) behaving properly
in just one schedule that ensures each component operates
correctly and timely with respect to the others, so that ensur-
ing that all possible schedules are correct is not necessary.
We thus obtain concise (Kripke) structures to which one can
apply state-of-the-art model-checking tools (NuSMV).

II. THE MODELLING TOOL

A. Finite state machines with transitions labeled by common
sense logic

The modelling tool presented here is the combination of
two fundamental paradigms. First, the reactive nature of de-
terministic FSMs. This is complemented with the reasoning
capability of mechanisms of non-monotonic inference and
common sense. A FSM consists of a set S of states and a
transition partial function (or table) T : S × E → S. There
is a distinguished state s0 ∈ S, named the initial state. The
set E is a set of Boolean expressions.

The standard general description of the semantics for
T (si, et) = sj is that when the machine is in state si ∈ S
and the expression et evaluates to true, the machine will
move to the state sj . However, this requires that if T (si, et)
and T (si, es) are defined and they are different, then et and
es never be true simultaneously (for any t 6= s).

We simplify the burden for the behaviour designer by
making the projection of T on each state a sequence instead.
That is, T (si, et) = sj will cause a transition to state sj if
et evaluates to true and no previous expression (es ∀s < t)
in the sequence T (si, ·) evaluates to true. Note that while
this is simply syntactic sugar, it does make the task of the
behaviour designer a lot simpler.

States in a FSM model a space where actions take place.
These actions are grouped into three sections. An OnEntry
section is executed upon arrival to a new state, while actions
in the OnExit section are executed as the machine departs
when a transition is fired. While actions in these two sections
are executed only once, the third section contains internal
actions that are executed every time if no transition has fired.
When the internal actions are completed, the machine returns
to evaluate the sequence of expressions that label transitions
out of the state and the cycle is repeated. We refer to one pass
over the cycle as a ringlet. An operational semantics of such
execution of a single machine has been already provided [2].

It is important to note that the transitions are labeled with
expressions of a non-monotonic logic. We emphasise here
that we do not favour any particular logic, the only require-



ment is that evaluation of such expressions is sequential,
as in a function call. That is, their evaluation constitutes
a theorem-proving query to a (single threaded) inference
engine. However, we will use here examples from DPL [3]
since, in its implementation, queries in this logic always
terminate. Also, the current implementation of DPL allows
rules to be pre-compiled to produce equivalent expressions
that can directly be passed to a C/C++ compiler (+c option)
or evaluated by the embedded C/C++ proof engine [4]
(+C option). Moreover, we have extended the modelling
language so that we not only communicate with commands
to actuators, but integer variables can be used to receive
updates from sensors. This language is a subset of the
expressions and statements of the C programming language.
Actions that are not statements of the programming language
are direct messages to actuators using essentially the syntax
of a function call.

B. Individual, sequential FSMs as components

Frameworks for FSMs constitute two basic tools: (1)
a development environment (where models can be drawn,
syntactically verified, and communication patterns analysed)
and (2) a run-time environment (where models are sim-
ulated or executed, debugged and traced, and executions
are logged). Moreover, the run-time scheduling of several
models of behaviour (each represented by a FSM) can
be made deterministic [5]. The important aspect of deter-
ministic scheduling is the possibility of performing model-
checking [5]. It has been suggested that sequential pre-
computed scheduling would cope with the combinatorial
state explosion and complexity problems of mixed syn-
chronous/asynchronous systems that include data flow and
task-control derived from using several FSM models [5], but
actual integration with model-checking technology was left
for further work [5].

Here we propose that a sequence of FSMs with transitions
labeled by Boolean expressions are interpreted in a single
thread. By providing this semantics, the construction of a
Kripke structure effectively becomes the construction of a
Kripke structure for a sequential program. A sequence of
FSMs is executed in a circular round-robin fashion in the
order of the sequence. Each machine runs a ringlet [2] of its
current state. That is, if the current state is different from the
previous state, the OnEntry part of the current state is run.
Thereafter, a snapshot is taken of all the external and shared
variables (see below), and the machine progresses with the
evaluation of transition expressions for the current state. If
a transitions fires the OnExit part is executed, followed by
passing control to the next FSM in the sequence (with the
first machine considered to follow the last one, completing
the circle). If no transition fires, the internal actions of the
current state are executed and control passes to the next
machine in the sequence in the same way.

C. Generating the Kripke structure for concurrent machines

The Kripke structure that corresponds to a collective of
concurrent state machines can conceptually be simple to
describe. Any valuation of the variables of all the FSMs,
including its program counters, is a Kripke state. If the
computation can possibly move from one Kripke state to
another we have a link in the Kripke structure.

The generation of a Kripke structure for one sequential
machine already causes concurrency issues due to the effect
of the environment on the external variables (which the
FSM reads, but the environment updates). External variables
require some attention because we need to specify the level
of temporal granularity at the border between the system and
the environment. Inconsistencies must not be possible due
to the environment changing a variable so fast that multiple
evaluations within a ringlet give different results. By taking a
snapshot of external variables at pre-specified points in time
as described below, we effectively create sampling points
that specify a deterministic boundary of interaction with the
environment. Once this boundary is specified, the Kripke
structure for one machine can be completed [2].

Our modelling tool enables three types of variables: vari-
ables local to one FSM, variables shared between the FSMs
in the sequence, and external variables, whose value can be
updated or modified by the environment. The semantics of
the execution of a FSM is that the machine reads the values
of all the external variables just before the commencement
of evaluating the first of the expressions of the transitions
leading out of a state (if there is an OnEntry part, after that
part has completed). That is, a machine takes a snapshot
of externally visible (and, more importantly: modifiable)
variables only once per execution of a ringlet. Consequently,
the value of any variable will remain consistent throughout
the sequence of expression evaluations, without the external
environment being able to change the valuation of these
variables. However, when control leaves a FSM and passes
to the next in sequence, the next machine may find external
variables modified by a ringlet or the environment.

Therefore, we have several machines running concur-
rently, but they do so in a predefined schedule that can be
mapped to a sequential program. This sequential program
is modelled by a Kripke structure as is described in the
model-checking literature [6, Chapter 2]. We have fully
implemented this translation.

III. CASE STUDIES

A. Mine Pump

The mining pump is a case widely discussed in the liter-
ature [7]–[10] where software is controlling a safety-critical
system. Our presentation follows Burns and Lister [11] as
significant formality is provided. We use this case study
because it enables the presentation of our methodology,
exemplifies our methodology for constructing the model, for



Table I: Mine Shaft Pump Requirements.
Req. Description

R1
The pump extracts water from a mine shaft. When the water volume has
been reduced below the low-water sensor, the pump is switched off. When
the water raises above the high-water sensor it shall switch on.

R2 An human operator can switch the pump on and off provided the water
level is between the high-water sensor and the low-water sensor.

R3 Another button accessed by a supervisor can switch the pump on and off
independently of the water level.

R4 The pump will not turn on if the methane sensor detects a high reading.

R5
There are two other sensors, a carbon monoxide sensor and an air-flow
sensor, and if carbon monoxide is high or air-flow is low, and alarm rings
to indicate evacuation of the shaft.

2 NOT_RINGING

OnEntry {bell=0;}

OnExit {}

{}

1 RINGING

OnEntry {bell=1;}

OnExit {}

{}

alarmOn

~alarmOn

(a) States for the alarm.

2 NOT_RUNNING

OnEntry { motor=0;}

OnExit {}

{}

1 RUNNING

OnEntry {motor=1;}

OnExit {}

{}

pumpShallGoOn

pumpShallGoOff

(b) States for the pump.

Figure 1: Two FSMs control the mine pump.

performing model checking, and for directly executing the
models on a platform (thus fulfilling the promise of model-
driven engineering). The requirements in natural language
appear in Table I. The pump is in one of two states,
running or not running, while simultaneously the alarm
is in a ringing or not ringing state (see Fig 1). We label
the transition from NOT_RINGING to RINGING by the
predicate alarmOn which we consider a request to a
hypothetical expert to indicate to us whether the alarm
shall switch state from not ringing to ringing. The output
section in Fig. 2 indicates such an expert makes judgements
on alarmOn. The expert makes its judgement based on
information about whether the CO2-sensor indicates a high
level or not, and whether the air-flow sensor indicates low
flow or not. In DPL, having information on all of these
inputs is not necessary. We state these desirable inputs in
the input section of the DPL code in Fig. 2. By default,
the alarm is not on; this is Rule A0. Rule A1 indicates that
usually, a CO2SensorHigh causes the alarm to go on,
and Rule A1 takes precedence over A0. Similarly, Rule A2
says that airFlowLow usually results in the alarm on,
and Rule A2 takes precedence over A0. Compiling this rule
system in the file Alarm.d using the +c option, we obtain
an equivalent C expression for when the alarm shall ring.

alarmOn ≡ CO2SensorHigh || airFlowLow.

%Alarm.d
name{ALARM}.
input{CO2SensorHigh}. input{airFlowLow}.

A0: {} => ˜alarmOn.
A1: CO2SensorHigh => alarmOn. A1>A0.
A2: airFlowLow => alarmOn. A2>A0.

output{b alarmOn,"alarmOn"}.

Figure 2: DPL coding of the conditions for switching the
alarm to the state RINGING.

The result is the FSM in Fig. 3a.
Applying our techniques to the pump engine reveals

several issues with the specification. First, although common
sense suggest this, one must inspect the pre-conditions and
post-conditions [11], to confirm that the conditions that turn
the pump on are not the negation of those that turn it off.
In particular, the pump goes on when the water level is
high, but it remains on when the level drops below high
(Requirement R1). Also, the pump must be running and the
water level drop below the low sensor for it to stop. But
it does not re-start as soon as the water level is above the
below sensor. Unfortunately, Requirement R3 is seriously
more ambiguous and the language used suggests that the
operator’s interface as well as the supervisor’s interface
for controlling the pump are both switches “of the same
class” [11] (an assumption also shared by the Behavior
Tree approach [9], [10]). We argue this first interpretation
is inconsistent with the requirements and that our approach
reveals this. Such switches are either on or off; holding only
two exclusive states.

Under this first interpretation, we label the transi-
tion from NOT_RUNNING to RUNNING by the predicate
pumpShallGoOn which we consider a request to an expert
to indicate to us whether the pump shall be running on or
not. The expert makes its judgement based on information
about whether the low-water sensor is on or not, the high-
water sensor is on or not, the operator button is on or not,
whether the supervisor’s button is on or not and whether the
methane sensor has a higher reading or not. Again, in DPL,
having information on all of these inputs is not necessary.

The question now becomes, when the pump should move
from on to off. If we have no information, it shall remain
on and not move (Rule N0). But if the low-water sensor in
on, then the pump switches off (this is Rule N1, which takes
over Rule N0). Rule N2 says that under water level above
the low-water sensor and below the high-water sensor the
operator can turn the pump off (N2 takes precedence over
N0). And the supervisor can turn the pump off, by Rule N3
which takes over Rule N0. A high methane reading takes
precedence and turns the pump off as well (Rule N4).

So, what should the response be concerning
pumpShallGoOn? By default, the pump shall not
go on. That is, the expert will be asked this question when



the pump is off, and in the absence of no information,
it should not recommend a change of state (this is Rule
P0). Rule P1 indicates that if the high-water sensor is
on, then the pump goes on and this takes precedence over
Rule P0. Rule P2 indicates that the operator can turn
the pump on if the water is between levels. Thus, P2
overrides P0. However, with P3 and P4 the supervisor can
turn the pump on and off. Nevertheless, all these previous
conditions are ruled out if methane is high (Rule P5). The
reader may have noticed that we have stated Rule P3 in
contradiction with Requirement R3. This is because if we
add the precedence P3>P0 and write

P3:supervisorButtonOn=>pumpShallGoOn.

enabling the switch of the supervisor to overrule the low-
water sensor, then (by compiling these rules) we obtain

pumpShallGoOff ≡ !supervisorVuttonOn||methaneSensorHigh.

That is, with this interpretation, the water levels are irrele-
vant for deciding if the pump shall be off (and therefore the
operator is redundant as well)! All depends on the methane
level, which overrules everything else to switch the pump
on or off. Equally, the supervisor switch to turn the pump
on and off “independently of water levels” overrules these,
rendering the corresponding requirements irrelevant. Simi-
larly, if one would like the supervisor’s button to overrule
the button of the operator, the operator’s button is forced to
agree with the supervisor’s switch, as the supervisor’s switch
would always take precedence.

Therefore, one needs to be prepared to accept that the low-
water sensor takes precedence over the supervisor’s switch,
which makes sense if running the pump without water is
dangerous. A fact that is verified with model checking (or
with simulation) in our methodology.

Compiling this rule system using the +c option, we obtain
equivalent C expressions for when the pump shall be on and
for when it shall go off. Namely,

pumpShallGoOff ≡ lowWaterSensorOn ||!supervisorButtonOn

|| methaneSensorHigh

|| (!highWaterSensorOn && !operatorButtonOn)

and pumpShallGoOn ≡ !methaneSensorHigh&&supervisorButtonOn

&&(highWaterSensorOn

|| {!lowWaterSensorOn && operatorButtonOn}).

Notice the asymmetry between the supervisor and opera-
tor conditions for pump start! Combining this with the FSM
for the alarm results in the model in Fig. 3.

Nevertheless, we suggest that there is a second interpre-
tation, i.e., the supervisor’s interface is a three state control,
that has an inactive state. In the inactive state, it does not
overrule any of the other conditions that determine the run-
ning of the pump. But the supervisor can activate the switch
to on, or off, switching the pump on and off regardless of
water levels. That model for supervisor control is presented

2 NOT_RINGING

OnEntry {bell=0;}

OnExit {}

{}

1 RINGING

OnEntry {bell=1;}

OnExit {}

{}

CO2SensorHigh || airFlowLow

!CO2SensorHigh && !airFlowLow

(a) Boolean expression for alarm state transitions.

2 NOT_RUNNING

OnEntry { motor=0;}

OnExit {}

{}

1 RUNNING

OnEntry {motor=1;}

OnExit {}

{}

(highWaterSensorOn ||
(!lowWaterSensorOn && operatorButtonOn))

&& supervisorButtonOn
&& !methaneSensorHigh

lowWaterSensorOn || 
(!highWaterSensorOn && !operatorButtonOn)

|| !supervisorButtonOn
|| methaneSensorHigh

(b) Boolean expressions for pump state transitions.

Figure 3: Two FSMs controlling the mine pump with two
state-switches for the operator and the supervisor.

in Fig. 4 and the new logic theory appears in Fig. 5. We now
compile this logic theory into the corresponding equivalent
expressions, namely,

pumpShallGoOn ≡ !methaneSensorHigh && !indicateOff

&& (indicateOn

|| {!lowWaterSensorOn
&& [highWaterSensorOn

|| operatorButtonOn]}) .
pumpShallGoOff ≡ methaneSensorHigh || indicateOff

|| (! indicateOn

&& {lowWaterSensorOn||
(!highWaterSensorOn

&& ! operatorButtonOn)} .

Replacing the transition labels in Fig. 1b, we obtain our
model for the second interpretation of this case study.

The literature offers details of formal verification for only
three properties [9].

Property-1 “If the CO2 is high, the alarm to evacuate
personnel must ring.”

Property-2 “If the airflow is low, the alarm to evacuate
personnel must ring.”

Property-3 “If the methane level is high, the pump must
be turned off.”

Fig. 6 shows our coding if these properties in Linear-Time
Temporal Logic (LTL) [6] but using the syntax for NuSMV
and suitable for our derived Kripke structure. Similarly to
the LTL coding used earlier [9], the are a few internal Kripke
states, before the system rings the bell. Thus, for example,
for the first property, its LTL describes that, if the airflow is
low for 5 consecutive Kripke states, then the bell rings.

Here we go beyond previously analysed properties for this
case study and explore the following.

Property-4 “If the supervisor turns the pump off when
running, the pump will be turned off.”



supervisorButtonOff && !supervisorButtonOn

2 INACTIVE

OnEntry {extern supervisorButtonOn;
          extern supervisorButtonOff;
          extern supervisorButtonInactive;
		indecateOn=0; indicateOff=0;}

OnExit {}

{}

1 INDICTAE_ON

OnEntry { indecateOn=1; }

OnExit {indicateOn=0;}

{}

1 INDICTAE_OFF

OnEntry { indecateOff=1; }

OnExit {indicateOff=0;}

{}

supervisorButtonOff && !supervisorButtonOn

 !supervisorButtonOn && !supervisorButtonOff

!supervisorButtonOn && !supervisorButtonOff

supervisorButtonOn && !supervisorButtonOff

supervisorButtonOn && !supervisorButtonOff

(a) Model for the three-state supervisor control.

2 NOT_RUNNING

OnEntry { motor=0;}

OnExit {}

{}

1 RUNNING

OnEntry {motor=1;}

OnExit {}

{}

(indicateOn  ||
(!lowWaterSensorOn && (highWaterSensorOn ||operatorButtonOn)))

&& !indicateOff
&& !methaneSensorHigh

(!indicateOn && || 
(lowWaterSensorOn || (!highWaterSensorOn && !operatorButtonOn))

|| indicateOff
|| methaneSensorHigh

(b) The model for the pump’s software control that receives signals from
a three-state supervisor control.

Figure 4: The three-state supervisor pump model consists of these two FSMs and the FSM in Fig. 3a for the alarm.

name{MINEPUMP}.
input{lowWaterSensorOn}. input{highWaterSensorOn}. input{operatorButtonOn}.
input{methaneSensorHigh}. input{indicateOn}. input{indicateOff}.

P0: {} => ˜pumpShallGoOn.
P1: highWaterSensorOn => pumpShallGoOn.

P1>P0.
P2: lowWaterSensorOn => ˜pumpShallGoOn.

P2>P1.
P3: {˜lowWaterSensorOn,˜highWaterSensorOn,operatorButtonOn}=> pumpShallGoOn.

P3>P2. P3>P0.
P4: {˜lowWaterSensorOn,˜highWaterSensorOn,˜operatorButtonOn}=> ˜pumpShallGoOn.

P4>P3.
P5: indicateOn => pumpShallGoOn.

P5>P2. P5>P4. P5>P0.
P6: indicateOff => ˜pumpShallGoOn.

P6>P5.
P7: methaneSensorHigh => ˜pumpShallGoOn.

P7>P5. P7>P3. P7>P1.

N0: {} => ˜pumpShallGoOff.
N1: {˜indicateOn,lowWaterSensorOn} => pumpShallGoOff.

N1>N0.
N2: {˜indicateOn,˜lowWaterSensorOn,˜highWaterSensorOn,˜operatorButtonOn}

=> pumpShallGoOff.
N2>N0.

N3: indicateOff => pumpShallGoOff.
N3>N0.

N4: methaneSensorHigh => pumpShallGoOff.
N4>N0.

output{b pumpShallGoOn,"pumpShallGoOn"}.
output{b pumpShallGoOff,"pumpShallGoOff"}.

Figure 5: DPL coding of the conditions for switching to
the state RUNNING using a three-state supervisor control.

LTLSPEC
G (E$$CO2SensorHigh = 1 -> X ( E$$CO2SensorHigh = 0 | bell = 1 |

X ( E$$CO2SensorHigh = 0 | bell =1 |
X(bell=1 | X(bell=1) ) )))

LTLSPEC
G (E$$airFlowLow = 1 -> X ( E$$airFlowLow = 0 | bell = 1 |

X ( E$$airFlowLow = 0 | bell =1 |
X(bell=1 | X(bell=1) ) )))

LTLSPEC
G (E$$methaneSensorHigh = 1 -> X ( motor = 0 | X ( motor =0 )))

Figure 6: NuSMV coding of the first three properties for the
Mine Pump.

Property-5 “If the operator turns its switch off when the
pump is running and the water level is neither low nor
high, then the pump motor goes off.”

Property-6 “The pump comes on when the water is
above the high water sensor (and the low-water sen-
sor’s signal is consistent with this), unless the supervi-
sor turn it off or there is high methane.”

These properties hold both for the models in Figs 3 and 4.
However, the reader may notice that we do not need to
verify the properties of the alarm at the same time as those

that turn the pump on and off, as these are independent.
Finding there are no dependencies facilitates model checking
as the state space of the separate Kripke structure is much
smaller [12]. Importantly, this proves that for these case
studies, our approach enables full model checking.

The difference between the model in Fig. 3 and the model
in Fig. 4 are the following properties.

Property-7 “If the supervisor sets the switch as inactive
and the pump is running when the water is not above
the high water sensor and the low-water sensor indi-
cates a low level, the pump comes off.”

Property-8 “If there is low methane, low water, and the
pump is not running, but the supervisor puts the switch
to on, then the pump comes on.”

Property-9 “If the pump is running when the water is
not above the high water sensor and the low-water
sensor indicates a low level, the pump comes off
(independently of the supervisor’s switch).”

Property 9 holds for the model in Fig. 3 but not Fig. 4.
However, Properties 7 and 8 hold for the model in Fig. 4.

To validate our models, we have enabled our interpreter
to control a Lego NXT and built a model of the pump with
touch-sensors and floating balls that, when the water level
rises high enough, will trigger the sensor. Unfortunately
the NXT only has four ports for sensors, thus we do
not observe the behaviour of the alarm. Also, the three-
state supervisor’s sensor is simulated by cycling trough
indicating on, indicating off, and inactive for each push
and release of the corresponding touch sensor. Although
this is a rather improvised artefact with unreliable sensors,
we have a video that shows that the behaviour of the
pump under the control of the model in Fig. 4 is correct.
We trust the correctness derived from the model checking
as the utmost proof. The simulation or emulation merely
illustrates the point of direct execution of the model on a
platform. A video of the pump executing the model appears
on http://youtu.be/y4muLP0jA8U.

Our ability to formally verify the models permits to anal-
yse the impact and severity of potential failures. We follow
the earlier fault injection approach [9]. We then build the
FMEA table of failures and consequences. This is illustrated



2 SILENT

OnEntry {noise=0;}

OnExit {}

{}

1 MAKING_NOISE

OnEntry {nosie=1;}

OnExit {}

{}

bell

!bell

(a) Model of the bell in the alarm.

2 INDICATING_LOW

OnEntry {CO2SensorHigh=0;}

OnExit {}

{}

1 INDICATING_HIGH

OnEntry {CO2SensorHigh=1;}

OnExit {}

{}

environmentCO2SensorHigh

!environmentCO2SensorHigh

(b) Model of the CO2-sensor in the alarm.

Figure 7: Two FSMs that model an actuator and a sensor,
respectively, in the mine pump.

with the interpretation of a 3-state switch for the supervisor
(the process is analogous for the alternative interpretation).
Adding a sensor or actuator to the model in Fig. 4 means
explicitly modelling these devices (while Fig. 4 models the
controlling software). Thus, we now also have FSMs for the
devices; one sensor (the CO2-sensor) and one actuator (the
bell) are shown in Fig. 7. These correspond to the alarm con-
troller in Fig. 3a. If these machines are correct (no failures),
the generation of the Kripke structure (with more internal
transitions, as now it models relaying from the controller
to the actuator and execution of OnEntry, OnExit, and
internal sections of each) and the validation of all properties
succeeds. However, the interesting part is when we construct
these models with a defect. For example, if the CO2-sensor
fails to detect a high level of CO2 in the environment. We
inject this failure by modifying the OnEntry section of the
state INDICATING_HIGH from CO2SensorHigh=1 to
CO2SensorHigh=0. We re-build the Kripke structure and
perform the model checking, which shows now that Prop-
erty 1 fails. Systematically testing the failures that a sensor
may stay stuck in high or low, or an actuator stays stuck off
or on, we obtain all rows of the FMEA table corresponding
to level one failures (Table II). Moreover, we obtain more
possible failures than the previous analysis with Behavior
Trees [9]. We also analyse the case a sensor is inactive.
For example, the CO2 sensor stuck on high corresponds to
the OnEntry section of the INDICATING_LOW in Fig. 7b
having the statement CO2SensorHigh=1, instead of the
correct CO2SensorHigh=0. However, another type of
failure is that the statement is actually removed and the
OnEntry section of the state had no action. In this example,
the consequences are not much dissimilar to the stuck value,
but in other case studies, the consequences are different.
The fact that Property 1 does not fail when the CO2-sensor
is stuck high, is because being on high is what the sensor

Table II: FMEA table at level one for the model in Fig. 4.

Consequences
Failures Property that fails

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
CO2 -sensor stuck high
CO2 -sensor stuck low ×
Airflow sensor stuck high ×
Airflow sensor stuck low
Bell stuck ringing
Bell stuck not ringing × ×
Supervisor button stuck in on × ×
Supervisor button stuck in off × × ×
Operator button stuck in on ×
Operator button stuck in off ×
Methane sensor stuck in high × ×
Methane sensor stuck in low ×
(High water) sensor stuck in on × ×
(High water) sensor stuck in off × ×
(Low water) sensor stuck in on ×
(Low water) sensor stuck in off × × ×
Motor stuck running × × × ×
Motor stuck not running × ×

Table III: Industrial Metal Press Requirements.
Req. Description

R1 The plunger is initially resting at the bottom with the motor off.

R2 When power is supplied, the controller shall turn the motor on, causing the plunger to rise.

R3 When at the top, the plunger shall be held there until the operator pushes and holds down the
button. This shall cause the controller to turn the motor off and the plunger will begin to fall.

R4
If the operator releases the button while the plunger is falling slowly (above PONR), the
controller shall turn the motor on again, causing the plunger to start rising again, without
reaching the bottom.

R5 If the plunger is falling fast (below PONR) then the controller shall leave the motor off until
the plunger reaches the bottom.

R6 When the plunger is at the bottom the controller shall turn the motor on: the plunger will rise
again.

should do when there is CO2 in the environment and cause
the alarm to ring. Obviously, there are other properties than
the 8 we have listed to complete verification of the model.
However, we are here already showing far more properties
than those verified earlier in the literature.

B. Industrial Metal Press

The industrial metal press [13] has been studied in the
literature of model checking for failure analysis [9], [14] and
full details appear in the associated report [15]. Table III re-
produces the requirements [15]. Once again, later papers [9],
[15] that cite the original source [13] capture requirements
differently or incompletely. One important contrast is the
requirement that once the plunger has come down, it shall
stay down until the “human operator releases the button and
inserts and removes sheets” [14]. In the original sources [13]
there is even an additional infrared-line sensor; once the
plunger is down, the button must be released by the operator
and the line cut for the plunger to move up again.

Because the On/Off button is not modelled correctly,
and the infrared-link is not modelled at all, modelling as
described in the Design Behavior Tree (DBT) [15, Fig. 4
and HighResolution gif] results in a pathological cyclical
behaviour of the system. In particular, while the human
operator keeps the button pushed (and the power is on),
the plunger rises to the top (with the motor on), reaches the
top (the motor goes off) falls down, and rises up again in a
cycle that is contrary to the original requirements and what
a human would interpret as safe.
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(b) States for the Plunger.
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(c) States of the Bottom Sensor.
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(d) States of the PONR Sensor.
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OnEntry 
{ sensorAtTopActive=1;}
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(e) States of the Top Sensor.
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OnEntry 
{ buttonPushed=1;}
.

ButtonIsReleased
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.
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(f) States of the Button.

ElectricMotorOn

OnEntry 
{ motorOn=1;}

ElectricMotorOff

OnEntry
 {motorOn=0;}

signalMotorOn

! signalMotorOn

(g) States of the Electric Motor.

PushingTheButton

OnEntry
 {operatorPushingButton=1;}

ButtonFree

OnEntry 
{operatorPushingButton=0;}

operatorPressesButton

! operatorPressesButton

(h) States of the Operator.

Figure 8: Complete model of the industrial press that mimics the Design Behavior Tree [15, Fig. 4 and high-res gif].

First, we have constructed a model that reproduces the
DBT [15, Fig. 4] to focus on the model checking aspects.
This model that mimics such a DBT appears in Fig. 8.

The following safety conditions, postulated in LTL, were
proposed for formal verification [9], [15].

Property-1 “If the operator is not pushing the button
and the plunger is at the top, the motor should remain
on”.

Property-2 “If the plunger is falling below the PONR,
a state modelled by the plunger falling fast, then the
motor should remain off.”

Property-3 “If the plunger is falling above the PONR,
a state modelled by falling slow, and the operator
releases the button, the motor should eventually turn
on, before the plunger changes state.”

Property-4 “The motor should never turn off while the
plunger is rising”.

We will not elaborate here on our formal verification of
all these properties with NuSMV, as the process is similar
to the previous case study presented in this paper. We
rather emphasise that these properties are not sufficient to
completely validate the model. However, the analysis using
our approach does suggest a correction. Fig. 9 depicts this
solution that enables to remove the anomaly by waiting for
a signal that turns the system on again before rising again.
This again shows that our approach compares favorably
with Behavior Trees. To further illustrate this point, we
have deployed these models for execution in two platforms,
an Aldebaran NAO robot and a Lego NXT. A video of

OpeningPress

OnEntry {signalMotorOn=1;}

buttonPushed

PowerOn sensorAtTopActive

Open

Closing

OnEntry{signalMotorOn=0;}
!buttonPushed && !low

sensorAtBottomActive

PressClosed

OnEntry{extern PowerOn; 
low=1;  PowerOn=0; 
signalMotorOn=0}

Figure 9: Corrected model from Fig. 8a (based on DBT
modelling from the literature). This model correctly pauses
for a signal that turns the system on before rising again.

the system emulating the behaviour as formalised from the
Behavior Tree approach and its corrections is available at
http://youtu.be/blUpMdH14pM .

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown that models built using multiple finite-
state machines (whose transitions are labelled by expressions
in a common-sense logic) can be formally verified using
standard model-checking technology. Such formal verifica-
tion can be further validated, as, with our approach, these
models can be simulated or directly executed on multiple
platforms. While formal verification via model-checking
provides complete confidence in the model itself, validation,
through simulation or execution of whether a requirement
(a property of its behaviour) is satisfied, is important as



a human language system specification on its own cannot
formally be verified for completeness.

We have also shown that our approach can be used to
systematically derive FMEA tables, through the production
of efficient, manageable Kripke structures corresponding to
component failure. This contrasts with the Behavior Tree
approach, where several threads and channels of communi-
cation occur within the Behavior Tree, resulting in compu-
tations too complex to perform any sort of model-checking
on, without a large number of simplifying assumptions
(even then, CPU times that in some cases exceed four
days for verification [9] have been reported). None of our
verifications required more than a few seconds, although in
some cases, the generated Kripke structures result in files of
several megabytes.

Of more concern is the fact that previous research of
this type has assumed that updates of internal variables
always takes precedence over external events (it is argued
that the software runs much faster than the possibility of
a user pressing and releasing a button, but there is also an
admission that this is risky [9] and their model checking is
not sound). We do not make these types of assumptions. We
establish very clearly the point in the ringlet of a finite-state
machine that a snapshot of the environment is taken, we do
not make any assumptions about the speed with which any
sensor is updated. In our models, sensors can also be updated
much faster than the software may be able to execute (e.g.
when delayed in a multi-tasking operating system). This is
of particular interest in systems such as the Industrial Press
where the position of the press below or above the PONR
can cause very fast updates.

Thus, the sequential execution of the concurrent finite-
state machines that represent component behaviour of a
larger system, models the behaviour of the system in an
effective and efficient way for model-checking and simu-
lation. We believe that Behavior Trees and our technique
are complementary. Behavior trees have the advantage that
models can always be drawn without crossings, making them
appealing to human designers. They also are supported by
methodologies that derive them directly from the linear story
telling of requirements. Therefore, Behavior Trees could be
the starting model (as in the case illustrated by the Industrial
Press), from which finite-state machines could be derived.
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